
YOUR SUPPORT

Endowment

Your support increases the basic assets of  
the foundation. The income generated in this way  
is annually forwarded to HHL.

Donation

With your funds, you support a specific project,  
such as a chair, a student initiative, etc. intensively. 

Long-Term Planning

Please contact US if you would like to include the 
HHL Foundation in your long-term financial or estate 
planning.

We look forward to talking to you in person.  
Please contact us at any time:

HHL Foundation, established as Kramerstiftung in 1887
Vera Götz (Assistant HHL Foundation)
Jahnallee 59, 04109 Leipzig
T +49 341 9851-640, info@hhl-stiftung.de, www.hhl-stiftung.de

Endowments and donations can be made in a secure and 
easy manner through our website: www.hhl-stiftung.de 

or by using the following bank details:

RECIPIENT: HHL-Stiftung 
Bank: Deutsche Bank AG 
IBAN: DE90 8607 0000 0171 9913 00 
BIC (SWIFT CODE): DEUTDE8LXXX
Reference: “Endowment” or “Donation”

“
With your support, the HHL Foundation 
ensures the continuous development 
of our high-performance university, its 
projects and main research areas. Every 
contribution counts and directly increases 
the success of our university with its 
outstanding students, professors and staff. 

Prof. Dr. Stephan Stubner
Dean of HHL

Supporting the Future  
of HHL 
The HHL Foundation – Innovative  
support with tradition
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“Only together can we master  
the future!” 

… A goup of young Leipzig merchants came to this 
conclusion in 1278 and established the Kramerinnung 
(merchants’ guild) following this principle.

History

_   1278 The Kramerinnung, the merchants’ guild,  
is established by young Leipzig tradespeople who 
influenced the economic region in a sustainable 
manner.

_  1887 End of the Leipzig Kramerinnung.  
Its assets are transferred to the recently founded 
Leipzig Chamber of Commerce.

_  1887 Establishment of Kramerstiftung using  
the assets of the dissolved Kramerinnung.  
The sole aim is to promote the training of 
tradespeople in the Leipzig region.

_  1927 The foundation is dissolved  
due to the Great Depression.

_  1991 Re-establishment of Kramerstiftung by  
the Leipzig Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

_  2017 The historical Kramerstiftung  
becomes HHL Foundation.

GOAL

The goal of the HHL Foundation is to raise capital for 
HHL on a sustainable basis and therefore to support 
students, chairs as well as the school’s infrastructure.

Funding Proposals

_  Endowment chairs
_ Supporting HHL investment projects
_ Sponsoring scholarships for HHL students

Benefits for Donors

_  Certainty of making a sustainable  
contribution to securing HHL’s future

_  Access to a highly-valuable network and  
contacts in the HHL environment

_  Full tax deductibility for endowments  
and donations

The Board of the HHL Foundation

Chairman of the Board: 
Prof. Dr. Georg Milbradt

Vice Chairmen: 
Prof. Winfried Pinninghoff
Dr. Gerd Robertz

“
For the HHL Foundation,  
even a small contribution  
is a strong investment.

Prof. Dr. Georg Milbradt
Chairman of the Board  
of the HHL Foundation

The fundamental idea of the foundation has always 
remained the same: The economy can only be as 
strong as the entrepreneurial offspring it produces.

The HHL Foundation therefore pursues the sole 
aim of supporting HHL Leipzig Graduate School of 
 Management. In doing so, it contributes in a major 
way to securing the future of HHL.


